The area-heterogeneity tradeoff (AHTO) implies that increasing environmental heterogeneity reduces the amount of effective area available for individual species (ref. 1 and Fig. 1 ). Theoretical models show that this tradeoff leads to a positive effect of heterogeneity on extinction rates and a unimodal effect on species richness (1-3). Our analysis of bird distribution in Catalonia using altitude range as a measure of heterogeneity (3) was consistent with both predictions.
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Carnicer et al. (4) argue that our results were largely driven by differences in sampling effort. However, in the supporting information appendix of ref. 3, we demonstrate that correcting for sampling effort did not change the observed patterns and that even if all sites with differences in sampling effort (50% of the data) were removed from the analysis, all patterns remained highly significant (supporting information appendix, figures S1 and S2 and tables S4-S6 in ref.
3). Carnicer et al. report that a model combining the effects of altitude range and sampling effort on extinction rates reduces the significance level of altitude range to 0.067, but such analysis ignores the potential effects of spatial autocorrelation and confounding factors like temperature and elevation, which were found to affect species distribution in the area (3). When such factors are incorporated in the analysis, the effect of altitude range is highly significant (Table 1) .
Carnicer et al. (4) also claim that our results might be biased by nonrandom distribution of habitats along the heterogeneity gradient. To support this claim, they show that different groups of species respond differently to heterogeneity, depending on the relative abundance of their preferred habitats along the heterogeneity gradient (figure 1 in ref. 4). In fact, this result supports rather than contradicts the AHTO. The AHTO predicts that different groups of species should show different responses to heterogeneity depending on the availability of their preferred habitats ("effective" area), and the results presented by Carnicer et al. are fully consistent with this prediction (Fig. 1) .
The AHTO predicts that responses of species richness to heterogeneity should depend on niche width of the component species. In general, negative responses are predicted for species characterized by very narrow niches, unimodal responses for species with intermediate niche widths, and positive responses for species with very broad niches (3). Carnicer et al. (4) categorize species into specialists vs. generalists based on their preference to forest vs. open habitats and find that responses of the different groups to altitude range do not match this prediction. However, when testing the predictions of the AHTO, one should use the same variable to quantify environmental heterogeneity and niche width. Carnicer et al. quantified niche width using the preference of species to forest vs. open habitats and environmental heterogeneity using altitude range, which makes the interpretation of their results difficult.
The AHTO is a fundamental geometric constraint with important ecological implications (Fig. 1) . However, empirical tests of its predictions require extra care because of spatial autocorrelation and the potential correlation of heterogeneity with environmental factors. We hope this correspondence will facilitate and improve future studies designed to test these predictions. The population size of a species and its extinction risk are affected by the amount of suitable habitat available in the study area (the effective area). As heterogeneity increases, the proportion of some habitats might increase, but the average area of habitats decreases, leading, on average, to increased risk of extinction and a related decrease in species richness. 
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